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About Landscape & Urban Design
Landscape & Urban Design provides the UK’s major landscaping and urban design specifiers
with a comprehensive look at the latest in landscape design, landscape management, design
innovations, garden design, the built and natural environment, public space, green space,
open space and environmental sustainability.
The interactive edition of the magazine is distributed by email to 45,000 key specifiers and
enables readers to visit any of the featured companies by clicking on the relevant hyperlink.

Our Circulation
Landscape & Urban Design has a circulation of just over 60,000 copies which comprise
of 15,000 glossy A4 sized hard copies to a named circulation. A further 45,000 digital
interactive editions are distributed to known respondents who specify in the landscape and
urban design industry.
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Rates And Data
Rate

Area

Trim

Bleed

£2,550

H: 277mm
W: 400mm

H: 297mm
W: 420mm

H: 303mm
W: 426mm

Rate

Area

Trim

Bleed

£1,495

H: 277mm
W: 190mm

H: 297mm
W: 210mm

H: 303 mm
W: 216mm

Rate

Landscape Size

Vertical Strip

£950

H: 132mm W: 180mm

H: 267mm W: 88mm

Rate

Portrait Size

£675

H: 132mm W: 88mm

1/8 Page
Product Showcase

Rate

Size (With Contact Details)

£295

80-100 words of text and colour image, full contact details

1/8 Page
Editorial

Rate

Size

£85

60-80 words of text and colour image

Double Page Spread

A4 Page

1/2 Page

1/4 Page

Landscape & Urban Design is published bi-monthly:
Jan/Feb; Mar/Apr; May/June; July/Aug; Sept/Oct; Nov/Dec
Whole pages, half pages and quarter pages must be supplied as a high resolution PDF or JPEG file together with all required
text, fonts and JPEG, TIFFF or EPS images. (up to 7MB otherwise sent via wetransfer or dropbox)

Editorial Features

Contact Us

The editor is always pleased to consider submitted
feature material to support the various sections within
our publication.

Martin Holmes Publishing Director
01227 392574

Material submitted for consideration should be of
between 400 and 800 words along with relevant high
resolution photographs or illustrations as JPEG, EPS or
PDF files.
Material should be supplied by Email or on disk.

martin@landud.co.uk will@landud.co.uk

josh@mhmagazine.co.uk

Holly White Sales Director
01304 806039

James Sayer Studio Designer
01304 806039

lorna@landud.co.uk

holly@landud.co.uk

james@mhmagazine.co.uk

was used to clad the walls to create
a seamless, uncluttered transition
in levels.
The soft grey reflects the shades
used throughout the house, so tying
the interior décor with exterior
materials. Crunchy Cedec paths
edged with setts offer contrast
and set off planting. A lead-clad
water cistern flanked with palms
and ferns in the cobbled lower
courtyard add an exotic touch and
offer a dramatic view from the pool
and upper floors. A matching fire
table and lounge chairs provides
space for relaxation after a swim.

Highgate, London, N6

A new, multi level garden was required to complement a
major renovation for a family with two young boys and their
African tortoise in Highgate, north London.

Also on the wish list; a loggia
with kitchen for outside
leisure and entertaining,
a vivarium for the African
tortoise, a large lawn for
football, a hidden spot
for a trampoline and an
understated planting palette
restricted to mostly green and
white.

Josh Holmes Creative Director
01304 806039

Lorna Davidson Editor
01304 806039

Private
Garden

he Brief was to create an
elegant, semi traditional,
symmetrical garden. The
design had to include direct
access from the garden via a
lower ground courtyard to an
indoor swimming pool in the
basement of the house.

Antony Holter Editor in Chief
01304 806039

The elliptical lower pool
courtyard increases width
and is echoed in the lawn
shape. A symmetrical pair
of Italianate style staircases
with railings that echo the
internal staircase, lead up
from the courtyard to link
with the main terrace and
central steps; integrating the
courtyard with the garden and
central view.

The main steps are flanked with
Quercus ilex leading to the lawn
and to a pathway through an
arching ‘Cornus avenue’ to the
loggia to the rear.
Clipped hedging, domes, cubes and
pillars strengthen the architecture
of the garden giving way to a more
organic style of planting to the rear.
Ornamental trees, billowing hedges
of Hydrangea and fresh, seasonal
planting of roses, herbaceous,
grasses, ferns and bulbs deliver
constant, seasonal change.

The garden incline is terraced and
planted as a contemporary, threedimensional box parterre filled with
small, white roses and soft underplanting.

Sawn, grey Scout Moor stone
was used in large units for the
terrace and as feature setts for
the lower courtyard, circles
and loggia terrace. Random
length ‘parquet’ style Scout

Both linear and curvilinear
geometry was used to anchor
the house to the landscape.
A central axis of symmetry
extends from the front door,
through the house to the main
garden steps, drawing the
eye to the rear of the garden.
A secondary axis is centered
on the Orangery/family room,
up a set of steps to a circular
inset with sundial down the
path to the loggia.

Designer: Lynne Marcus Garden & Landscape Design
Architect: Charlton Brown
Landscape Contractor: The Garden Builders

Lynne Marcus is a registered member of the
Society of Garden Designers and the British
Association of Landscape Industries.

www. lynnemarcus.co.uk
gardendesign@lynnemarcus.com
020 8340 3409

Photography Jacek Wac , Matthew Gilbert & Tony Murray
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